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It’s VW’s latest motorhome and a big brother to its successful
namesake. CANDY EVANS went to Germany to have a closer
look at the Grand California during its official unveiling
W.C.

PRODUCTION

THE VOLKSWAGEN California is

and a basin (with a cupboard beneath it) in

The kitchen layout will be

celebrating its 30th birthday this year,

the other. The basin is of the old-fashioned

familiar to campervan users.

with the launch of a gold special edition

drop-down type, while the tap pulls out to

There’s a combined stainless-

campervan.

form the showerhead.

steel sink and hob unit – with

It was on show to the public for the first

It very, very white in the washroom –

two gas burners – surrounded

CLIENT

time at the Caravan Salon in Dusseldorf,

though I imagine the surfaces will be easy to

by clever storage spaces, including a fridge

Germany this September but it somewhat

keep clean.

that slides out behind the driver’s seat.

paled into insignificance beside its new

In fact, white is the order of the day

BED

Some of the storage, including the fridge,

sibling, the Grand California, which also made

throughout the interior of the Grand

is accessible from outside when the sliding

its debut at the show.

California. The walls, overhead lockers and

door is open. This door is on the driver’s side

cabinetry are all white, but this comes into its

in right-hand-drive vehicles, which isn’t ideal

was at the show last year, under the California

own at night with the ambient lighting. You

for UK users but the smart seating area on

XXL name.

can choose the lighting colour to suit your

the opposite side has a good-sized window

mood and the white surfaces provide the

for back-seat passengers.

The conversion, based on the VW Crafter,

Now there are two production models to
choose from, both a fair bit larger than the

perfect backdrop.

During the day on the campsite you’ll

T6-Transporter-based standard California.

probably want to swivel the cab seats to

The original XXL becomes the 6m-long 600

complete the living area so all occupants can

and there’s also a 680, with the extra 0.8m

sit around the good-sized table.

length being mainly taken up by an extended

At night there’s a double bed at the rear,

rear bed.

which is a fair size even in the smaller 600

I took a closer look at the 600, which

model. There’s a substantial amount of space

boasts a beluga-whale-like bulge over the

underneath for storage with the bed in place

cab and two-tone paintwork. The over-cab

and the bed can fold away to allow you to

section holds the optional slide-out double

carry bikes or other large kit inside if needed.

bed, designed for children, and boasts a big
skylight.
One of the benefits of the extra space

There are touches in the 600 that
The drop-down basin in the washroom

remind you this is from the California family,
such as the rear door pockets containing

in the Grand California, and apparently

camping chairs, but the Grand California is

one of the main reasons VW developed it,

definitely a distinctive panel-van conversion

is the addition of the separate washroom.

in its own right. Options are likely to include

I was a little disappointed with the design

air-conditioning, roof-mounted solar panels,

here as we’ve seen some great innovations

a satellite dish and diesel-generated electric

in panel-van washrooms in recent years

power.

and they make this one seem a little basic.

We don’t know its full UK specification yet

Nevertheless, it’s practical and includes
everything you need. It’s wet-room style with
a Thetford swivel-bowl toilet in one corner

but prices are likely to be at the higher-end of
Almost all the cabinetry is white inside

equivalent conversions, and rightly so, given
the high quality build of this motorhome.
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